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‘Common’ comment

• Era of global imbalances

– Capital flows to economies running large 
Current Account deficits (eg, Spain)

– Low long-term interest rates globally

– Didn’t this affect housing markets?

• Factor behind booms 

– Germany as a possible, and interesting, 
exception. But what made it special?
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Motivation

• To decompose house price rises in 
France and Spain into fundamental
and bubble components

• Two housing markets with marked 
house price appreciation 1997-2006



Results 

• France
– Overvaluation ranges from zero to 19%

• Spain
– Overvaluation ranges from 11 to 25%

• Financial Factors rather than Bubble 
dominant
– Maximum indebtedness indicator accounts for 

all overvaluation
– Comment: it is difficult to imagine how 

expectations will affect housing market if not
through borrowing. And lenders may share the 
same expectations.



Method

• Comment: To say what is ‘fundamental’ 
may require a precise theory. It may differ 
from theory to theory

• ‘Overvaluation’, is conditional on actual
values of explanatory variables

– rather than equilibrium values?

– Question: might the system suggest greater or 
less overvaluation than individual parts of the 
system (taking other aspects as given)?
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Motivation

• Gap in knowledge of role of fiscal 
incentives/taxes

• Policy-oriented

• Fiscal factors quite large (8%) 
relative to residential investment 



Results

• Fiscal

– long-run: subsidies matter; taxes do not

– short-run: long-term interest rate, and ECT

• Financial factors

– Maximum borrowing capacity indicator

– Comment: This is a restricted form of ‘r’ and 
‘y’ – which are demand-related - so not really 
‘supply’ factor

• Missing factors?

– user cost or Q, planning consents
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Motivation

• Point of contrast with other 
economies  

– no house price boom 

– residential investment strength predates 
other economies’ boom

– an exogenous shock (Unification)



Long-run determinants

• Theory ‘sparse’
– User cost; Q theory might help?

• Prices 

– reflect ‘mismatch’ - perhaps more likely 
to reflect quite general ‘news’, not 
mismatch?

– Might make exogeneity less likely

– prices of new not existing dwellings? 



Results

• Long-run

– equilibrating forces weakened after Unification 

– Income becomes insignificant (logic?)

• Trend/cycle decomposition

– Strong upward trend at Unification

– Interpretation: a pent-up demand (pre-
Unification) that unravels over time (post-
Unification)?

– Has capacity for ResInvt to equilibrate 
weakened?


